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It is surprising  that those who are fond of attacking HH's finances all the time, to extract, spend it, enjoy 

themselves and try to make even more money at his expense doing so and then pretend to be owners of 

him and his life as insolently as possible,, especially when they do on and through the Media and 

Commercials Industry, do not know that HH is good at and his expertise is fighting. After all those things 

they see women do from the Far East, through Europe and the Middle East to the South Americas, which 

causes them to seek to have sex like him because they have respect for nothing in their stupid lives. All 

One can say to it is repeat what they say to him in their own language the way they say it but for his 

purposes "one day they will" (soon) "fuck my Peace and I will fuck their evil stupid money" especially 

those of them on the Media and their friends that own dirty shops which make evil money and do so more 

so as HH's expense and cannot have enough of attacking his friends to bandy their insults about things 

they share with HH that he cannot stop them from so sharing, to use the Media and also the Music 

Industry to extract an income from his market place and continue as a matter of right as a matter of what 

they have fought for, earned and deserved, looking for trouble. 

 

The Idea that HH is the tool Americans use to take advantage of his Country for doing things for the 

world, the same way America gets taken advantage of for Policing the world has no link with reality 

either: Americans here have always insolently felt that it is okay for one of their stupid people who does 

not believe in God because they hate initiatives of good deeds, so they can mess with peoples lives and 

have money without accounting for it as well, being able to set up a business, while others are much more 

busy with building Western Civilisation, each time they try to run their own normal legitimate ones, 

which they create bash, really mess up and find somebody to bully to get profits out of it and have a 

feeling of being able to have a better House by so doing and it is the reason it will not end it seems, until 

HH gets to a point where he can grab American enterprises and flog them cheaply, to extract funds for 

whatever he wants and payment that will really place those their insults of addressing him for making use 

of his property that they claim actually belongs to them and their stupid vile decadence or they were 

making plans to share, hence therefore their own, which then provokes them and messes up their insolent 

plans in its right place. Their fans in Africa on the other hand just generally believe everybody should be 

available to put up with their Evils of the West, so they can pretend to be America's big stick. 

They claim like the many time wasting claims they make because politicians like to get hurt, that its about 

revenge for the things One does to people's culture. As far as he is aware of which he has done nothing to 

their cultures yet. HH's prognosis "I see idiots on the streets squander things, binge drink, steal, take drugs 

and whatever and without getting involved with them, some weeks later, they are squandering my 

fortunes and stifling my income in somebody else's country because the person has a culture; what would 

they do in my shoes and why don’t they ever tell those to take their lies and claims of being who they are 

not somewhere else?" So they might not get to think the illusion they can live on peoples income or spend 

the perks of peoples jobs on themselves because they can be intrusively insolent and can stretch other 

peoples property for them with race based familiarities among others including family, think they can 

share HH's job and income and grab it to look after those that matter to them with, in order to get rich and 



then make rich friends over it as well. All because Black men and Media idiots are insolent and so in their 

Countries Men are like the Women and Women like Men and both have a violent propensity to reach out 

and grab things whenever they see them. Thus HH is not at all bothered about how they should always 

lose their culture, if ever they touch any of his property, so he can squander their Cultures and their 

Societies with it as well and find out how decadent they can become thereafter; who knows, one day it 

might make people a living, the Principle being that if they vandalise his, he will vandalise their Cultures 

and Societies as well, which they already know creates him facts he needs to write his securities and more 

so that they might respect his academic work. The measure of it is that One is not the only person that has 

Intellectual property in other people's country whether or not it got there because people stretched his own 

for him, just the one they think they can pick on and abuse because black girls are insolent for example 

among other reasons and it is such nonsense that pleases men who have no respect for the fact that by the 

State, those that are younger than they are face the same challenges as their insolent selves and so think 

they can insult anybody any how they wish and give their own children advantages over them , after 

which they complain with such noise making and claim something has been said about it which indicates 

they have no more power, thus those that are responsible are in trouble which is always quite exciting and 

which they also have everyday over the last decade, at least completely with insolent, ugly, filthy fashion 

idiots that are always up to no good getting up to all sorts in public, to try to confirm to those they boast 

to that they have heard all the warnings and do not care and of course claim HH interferes with their jobs 

too; would not let them do the Politics the way they should or the Media the way they should but clearly 

of which it was his idea that they could barge into his personal life and he has therefore  not begun to 

affect their finances yet as it were like they do him, on account he fights for a fairer society and is 

vulnerable when he releases Equities and Securities from his property for a living; apparently the Media 

and the Politics is evolving, creating a freer world and becoming more powerful and we are all impressed. 
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